A recently proposed inverse isotherm finite element method is further extended in order to account for processes with distorted isotherms. With this method a variety of problems can be solved which require the explicit calculation of characteristic material lines along with the common field of unknowns in transport phenomena. The method is applied to high-speed metal casting, where the location and shape of the extensive solidification front is calculated simultaneously with the primary unknowns, the velocity and the pressure, whereas the temperature is fixed at the moving nodes of the finite element tessellation. This is achieved by solving the energy equation inversely along with the rest of the conservation equations, i.e. the temperature field is fixed and its location is calculated. Empirical correlations may be derived which give the shape of the solidification front as a function of the process parameters. This may be used to improve the control means of metal casting, which is currently based on one-dimensional approximate analyses.
INTRODUCTION
In this work, high-speed non-isothermal extrusion of Newtonian liquids with solidification inside the die is analysed with the method of inverse finite elements, which is a good prototype of continuous steel casting. This is a highly non-linear problem owing to the dominant convective terms in the conservation equations and the presence of a free boundary, the solidification front, of unknown shape and location. In an extensive recent literature review by Alexandrou et al. an overview was given of the previous work in this area. A number of studies that analyse non-isothermal extrusion of Newtonian and non-Newtonian liquids do not deal with solidification. -Elsewhere, the problem of solidification is studied extensively independently of extrusion. - 9 The numerical methods used solve primarily linear Stefan-like problems where the solidification front is obtained by successive iterations of linear convergence. l o -l2 In a comprehensive paper by Ettourney and Brown, l 3 non-isothermal flow and solidification of Newtonian fluids was studied and iteration schemes were evaluated for cases where the non-linear convective terms in the equations of motion were neglected. Complete two-dimensional schemes for continuous casting were developed by Onoda14 and Alexandrou et ul.,' where all non-iinearities are addressed and all boundary conditions associated with phase change are satisfied directly at the solidification front. The developed algorithms were tested for Reynolds numbers up to 100 though, where the solidification front does not extend significantly far downstream from the die exit and its curvature is small. The latter case, although a good prototype for low-speed casting and polymer extrusion, is not representative for high-speed continuous casting at high Reynolds and Peclet numbers, where the solidification front may extend from 10 diameters inside the die exit up to 100 diameters downstream.
Commonly, the steel sheet is cut just downstream from the extreme end of the solidification front, where the material is still hot, being at a temperature just below its solidification temperature. In this way, flow of molten steel is avoided and energy to cut is saved." Therefore the control of the position and shape of the solidification front in terms of the external cooling is among the primary concerns in continuous casting. Developed control packages are based on one-dimensional heat conduction equations under the assumption of plug flow everywhere downstream from the attachment of the solidification front.l6P1 'sl * Such one-dimensional analyses, though simple and efficient, may not be accurate enough. The present analysis provides the means for evaluation of such approximate one-dimensional analyses.
Recently, Alexandrou et al. proposed an inverse isotherm finite element method (IIFEM) to solve this problem. Additionally, the method has been shown tq work in various other application problems with analytic solutions." The basic idea of the IIFEM is to discretize the flow domain into finite elements with perpendicular (across the flow) sides on isotherms. The energy equation which defines the position of the isotherms is then solved inversely simultaneously with the remaining conservation equations, which permits the simultaneous evaluation of the position of the isotherms along with the primary unknowns, the velocity and the pressure, while the temperatures are fixed along isotherms of unknown position. Some similarities exist between the IIFEM and the isotherm migration method," which is based on finite differences and the analytic inversion of a linear energy equation, used to solve moving boundary problems in one dimension.
The IIFEM, as it stands, cannot be applied to certain processes of high Reynolds and Peclet numbers where the isotherms of the process are distorted to such a degree that problems can be caused in the convergence of the iteration. These problems are alleviated in this work by not requiring the transverse sides of all the finite elements to remain on isotherms while the inverse character is preserved. This is achieved by im.posing a predefined temperature distribution on each of the transverse sides of the finite elements, rather than a unique temperature, while permitting their position to be updated by the Newton iteration of the inversely solved energy equation. Thus the isotherm character of the IIFEM is preserved only at the solidification front and its inverse character is preserved everywhere. This is an inverse finite element method (IFEM).
GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The new inverse method will be developed in connection with the process of metal casting, the geometry of which is shown in Figure 1 . Molten metal is flowing into a vertical die (mould). It is being continuously cooled along the solid wall and the free surface (spray zone) by water. The solid metal slips perfectly along the wall, being drawn with a constant velocity (casting rate). The solidification front extends far into the solid region. The metal must be cut just downstream from the peak of the front, where the solid is soft, being still around its solidification temperature. The governing equations are made dimensionless by means of units of mould half-width W for distance, of casting speed V for velocity, of p V / W units for pressure and of solidification temperature units T, for temperature. The resulting equations in the liquid phase at steady state 
Pesu* VT=Vz T.
(4)
and in the solid state
Here u=(u, v) is the velocity vector of the fluid with u and u its components in the x-and y-direction respectively, p is the pressure, T is the temperature, I is the identity tensor and k is the unit vector in the direction of gravity (identical to the x-direction). Re = pL V W / p is the Reynolds number, with V the casting rate, W the mould half-width, pL the density and p the viscosity of the molten metal. S t = p L g L 2 / p V is the Stokes number, with g the acceleration of gravity. PeL=RePrL is the Peclet number of the molten metal, where PrL=cLp/kL is the Prandtl number of the molten metal, with cL and kL its heat capacity and heat conductivity respectively. Br=pVZ/kLTs is the Brinkman number, with T, the solidification temperature of the molten metal. Pes= Re Pr, is the Peclet number of the solid metal, where Prs=cspps/bpL, with cs, ps and ks the heat capacity, density and heat conductivity of the solid metal respectively. The properties of the molten metal are assumed to be constant. However, variations of them with respect to temperature can be easily taken into account by this model, as shown elsewhere.22 Predictions obtained with temperature-dependent density and viscosity differ only slightly from those with constant properties. This is consistent with the small sensitivity of the density and viscosity of steel to temperature within the real casting conditions considered in this work. 
at the synthetic outlet
At the inlet the flow of the molten metal is assumed to be laminar and fully developed and the temperature profile is known, equations (5)-(7). a = ps/pL is the ratio of the densities of the solid and the liquid metal, which appears in equation (12). At the solid wall there is no slip for the velocities, equations (8H9). The heat exchange along the wall and the free surface is given by Newton's law of cooling in equations (10) and (11) respectively. At the solidification front, equation (12) is due to conservation of mass, equation (13) is a kinematic condition of no slip in the tangential direction to the front and equation (14) is due to energy conservation. n and t are the unit normal and tangent to the solidification front and P=kL/k, is the ratio of the heat conductivities. N u , = h , Wlk and N u , = h, Wlk are the Nusselt numbers of the mould and the free surface, with h, and h2 the corresponding heat transfer coefficients, and Ste=AHJc,T, is the Stefan number, where AH, is the latent heat of solidification of the metal. At the midplane, equations (15H17) are the appropriate symmetry conditions. At the synthetic outflow it is assumed that heat conduction in the x-direction is negligible.
INVERSE FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION
The domain was tessellated into 27 x 8 rectangular finite elements as shown in Figure 2 . This tessellation gave macroscopic results independent of further refinement (maximum difference less than 10 -3 ) . As shown in Figure 3 , the shape and position of the solidification front do not vary when a finer 27 x 10 rectangular mesh is used for the calculations. A typical rim of the model on an IBM 3090-600E/MV computer takes approximately 10 CPU time seconds. Unfortunately, there are no similar approaches in the literature with which to compare. The unknown velocities u and v and the pressure p, which correspond to the continuity and momentum equations, equations (1) and (2), are expanded in terms of Galerkin basis functions:
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where # i are biquadratic and $ i bilinear basis functions. These equations are solved with the ordinary finite element method where the ui, ui and pi are calculated on the grid points of the discretized domain. In the inverse isotherm finite element method developed by Alexandrou et al. ' the energy equations, equations (3) and (4), are solved inversely, simultaneously with equations (1) and (2) . In order to achieve this, the transverse sides of the elements are isotherms with preset values of temperature at each node and the unknowns are the x-positions of the nodes of the isotherms, expanded in terms of Galerkin quadratic basis functions as well with transverse element sides, are significantly distorted to configurations which are nearly parallel to the streamlines of the flow, the quadratic convergence of the Newton iteration deteriorates to no convergence at all. Although this is uncommon in slow extrusion of polymers, it is very likely to occur in metal casting of high speed and fast cooling, which results in an elongated solidification front and isotherms almost parallel to the casting direction, as shown in Figure 5 . In fact, Figure 6 shows an actual run at high Reynolds numbers ( R e = 1770) using the inverse isotherm finite element method, which incorrectly predicts isotherms intersecting each other owing to the extreme distortion of the finite elements, which eventually destroys the convergence of the Newton iteration. In order to cure this pathology, the isotherm character of the inverse method is omitted for all isotherms but the solidification front. This relaxes the requirement that transverse sides of elements remain on isotherms and allows more flexibility in distributing elements to avoid large element aspect ratios. In the new inverse formulation this is achieved by associating nodes on transverse element sides with a predefined temperature, different in general from node to node. That is, adjacent nodes on the same transverse co-ordinate line are no longer required to be on the same isotherm and the energy equation is solved inversely for the unknown position of these nodes. As depicted in Figure 7 , no a priori information, in addition to that needed for conventional finite element methods, about the temperature field is needed. The temperature at the inlet is known to be approximately 10% higher than the solidification temperature in casting operation^.^^ Since the molten metal is continuously cooled along the solid wall after it enters the mould, the temperature downstream from the inlet must have values less than the magnitude of the inlet temperature profile and greater than the solidus temperature. Nodal values on horizontal mesh lines are set by an interpolation scheme between the inlet and solidification temperatures and the inverse method calculates the location of the nodes where these temperatures occur. In this way any temperature field can in principle be accommodated, whereas with the IIFEM only monotonic space fields can be addressed. Thus the governing equations and boundary conditions are still equations (1)- (18) and the expansions of the unknowns are still those of equations (19) and (20), but the x-co-ordinates of equation (20) do not necessarily span isotherms. Figure 7 shows these arrangements and their differences from those of Figure Since essential boundary conditions will be applied to the inlet and to the wall for the u-and u-velocities, equations (25) will be replaced by equations (3, (6), (8) and ( , u l , x l , p l , . . . , uN, vN, x N , p N ] is the vector of the unknowns and J=aR/aq is the Jacobian matrix of the residuals R with respect to the nodal unknowns q. Notice that, owing to the inverse solution, the x i nodal positions and not the temperatures are the unknowns involved.
RESULTS
In order to examine the effect of the Reynolds and Nusselt numbers, a solution was first obtained at Re = 0 and Nu = 1.Zero-order continuation was used to reach Reynolds numbers of the order of 1000. The Newton iteration converged quadratically within four iterations, with a maximum nodal error less than 10 -6, and the Reynolds number was increased by 50 each time a solution was obtained.
The inverse isotherm finite element method as developed by Alexandrou et al. was applied to solve the dimensionless Navier 
The efect of the Reynolds number (casting rate)
The Reynolds number was varied from 1180 to 1770, which corresponds to casting rates from 1 to 1.5 m min -', while all other process parameters were kept constant. As depicted in Figure 8 , the meniscus attachment is relatively insensitive to the Reynolds number, while the shape and length of the solidification front are strong functions of the Reynolds number. This result agrees with the observation that small changes in the casting rate cause large changes in the length of the solidification front. Consequently, the cut-off point in the process must be changed appropriately, whenever the Reynolds number varies, so that a soft solid cast is cut. Moreover, as shown in Figure 9 , the analysis of this work may provide empirical correlations which give the length of the solidification front as a function of the Reynolds number. These correlations predict that the length of the solidification front is proportional to the casting speed or the thickness of the solidified part proportional to the square root of residence time in the mould, in agreement with results obtained elsewhere. l4 These simple correlations can be readily implemented in a control package algorithm which simplifies process control of metal casting. The eflect of the Nusselt number (cooling rate)
The Nusselt number along the free surface was varied from 6 to 9. All other parameters, i.e. the casting rate and the cooling rate along the wall, were kept constant. As depicted in Figure 10 , the meniscus attachment is relatively insensitive to the Nusselt number, while the length of the solidification front is a weak function of the Nusselt number. Analogously to the previous results, the cut-off point of the process should also change according to a corresponding change in the cooling rate along the free surface. The exact dependence of the cut-off point on the cooling rate is shown in Figure 11 . An empirical correlation can be established between the length of the solidification front and the cooling rate for process control purposes. Indeed, Figures 9 and 11 suggest a relation of the form
where L is the length of the front, W is the mould half-width and all other material properties and process parameters have been introduced in equations (1) The eflect of temperature-dependent material properties
In the discussion of the previous results the material properties were assumed to be independent of the temperature. A linear variation was assumed in pL, which is common in molten metals,24 given by
where a= 1-08 and j?=0-08.z3 The length of the solidification front decreases when the density is temperature-dependent because cooling is enhanced by progressively lower Reynolds numbers; however, the dependence of the length of the solidification front on the casting rate is similar to that with temperature-independent density owing to the fact that the density of the molten metal changes slightly with temperature. Indeed, a comparison of the empirical correlations of the length of the solidification front with respect to the casting rate for temperature-independent and temperature-dependent molten steel density yields the same tendency, as shown in Figure 12 .
The viscosity of the molten steel varies exponentially with t e m p e r a t~r e .~~ In real casting operations the inlet temperature is at most 10% higher than the solidification temperature 2 3 and the exponential dependence of the viscosity does not have any significant impact on the actual magnitude of the viscosityz6 in as much as transition to solid occurs abruptly without an intervening solidification zone. However, if the inlet temperature is 1.5 times the solidification temperature, then the magnitude of the viscosity may vary up to 30%25*26 and must be taken into account. In Figure 13 it is shown how significantly the length of the solidification front changes when the exponential variation of the viscosity, given by with a= 1-07,25 is not neglected. The length increases because at higher temperatures the viscosity decreases and the effective Reynolds number increases. The results are consistent with the computations with temperature-independent molten steel viscosity, where the solidification length increases with Reynolds number.
Evaluation of one-dimensional analyses for process control
Traditionally, process control is implemented under the assumption of plug flow downstream of the meniscus attachment, which leads to a simplified radial heat conduction equation to be solved. I 6 -I 8 Calculations of the velocity profiles downstream of the meniscus attachment by this analysis are shown in Figure 14 . The velocity profile is nearly parabolic just upstream of the meniscus attachment, being distorted in the vicinity of the wall, where, owing to the solid slip, a sudden acceleration of the adjacent fluid is caused. This profile prevails to over 5 to 30 diameters downstream, for Reynolds numbers in the range 100<Re<1770 and Nusselt numbers in the range 6.1 < N u , < 9.4, where it becomes flat. This suggests that a two-dimensional analysis may provide a more accurate process control of continuous casting or, at least, adopted onedimensional analyses may need an a priori validation before implementation. Two-dimensional traditional analyses of metal casting compute the shape of the solidification front indirectly using Picard-like iterations which converge slowly and often not at all. The analysis here, with its inverse character and the use of Newton iteration with its fast and quadratic convergence, given a good initial estimate, is consistent with control purposes where the speed of simulation is of primary importance. Moreover, the Jacobian matrix contains vital information for linear stability analysis, first-order continuation and sensitivity analysis in general.
Unfortunately, there are not a lot of experimental data to compare the theoretical predictions of this work to. Some experiments have been performed for the continuous metal-casting process that suggest an approximate dependence of the thickness d(x) of the solidified shell on the square root of the residence time t in the mould18 
i.e. experiments show that the length of the solidification front is proportional to the casting speed V and the square of the mould thickness, in agreement with equation (29). Notim also that equations (32) and (33) are incorporated in the general equation (23).
There are sparse, incomplete experimental data and other theoretical results of one-and two-dimensional models that compute the actual shape and length of the solidification front in continuous casting of These incomplete data are not conclusive because important parameters such as the cooling and casting rates are not given. Additionally, measurements of solidification fronts by autoradiography are still not able to penetrate fully the solidus isotherm, so that an experimental error of 20% is anticipated. Under these conditions a direct quantitative comparison with experimental results appears impossible. Yet, the experimentally observed dependence of the solidification length on the casting rate has been predicted accurately, as well as the sensitivity of the solidification front with respect to the Reynolds and Nusselt numbers. Also, Figure 14 provides a strong indication that approximate one-dimensional analyses may lead to incorrect results.
CONCLUSIONS
The recently developed inverse isotherm finite element method has been extended further in order to account for problems with large distortions of isotherms and elements. The method can be used effectively to solve a wide variety of problems where the position and shape of characteristic lines of the prescribed property are required. Additionally, the idea of inversion can be generalized to many processes where the common approach to a problem that relates cause to result is reversed; for example, instead of computing extrudate shapes from given die geometries, the problem may be reversed and the die design is sought to obtain target extrudate shape^.^' The process of metal casting has been analysed with this method under realistic process conditions. The shape and position of the solidification front in the continuous casting of steel as functions of the Nusselt and Reynolds numbers have been investigated. The analysis provides empirical correlations which give the length of the solidification front as a function of t.he casting speed and the cooling rate, validate experimental observations in metal casting and can be easily implemented with control package algorithms. Conventional one-dimensional approaches to continuous steel casting may need a priori validation by two-dimensional analyses along the lines of the present work. 
